
El Paraguas
productions for events,
congresses and fairs.
Company specialized in furniture rental and ephemeral production for
all kinds  of events.

Fairs, congresses, stands, retail, corner and scenographies for  
companies in the public and private sector.

www.elparaguasevents.com



Leaders in own production and
management in Canary Islands.

Experience, 
trust and
guarantee.
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At El Paraguas Events we design and produce everything 
you need to carry out any action for you company.

Thanks of our resources, we can o�er 360 customized 
solutions.

We fully cover the production, logistics and installation of 
your proyects.

We have our own carpentry and workshops for the production
of all kinds of custom elements, corners, points of sale and
custom events..

In addition, we are specialists in rental furniture for events
adapting to the needs of the client..

We have a wide catalogue of furniture rental.

Our team is multidiscilinary to o�er you a huge range of
services. From design to �nal production. 
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The best
ubication
We are in the Polígono Industrial de Arinaga.
In Las Mimosas street, 24.

We are in a strategic place, halfway to both
Las Palmas de Gran Canaria and the tourist
area.

We can cover the large events centers, fairs
and congresses in Gran Canaria.

We can respond to our customer in just
40 minutes.

We have a plot of 10.320 m2 with our own
workshops and a large logitstics �eet that
allows us to serve a multitude of clients on
overlapping dates.

EL PARAGUAS

CANARY ISLANDS
Calle Las Mimosas, 24. C.P.: 35119
Polígono Industrial de Arinaga. 

Santa Cruz de Tenerife

Las Palmas
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- 2.500 meters of rental furniture.

-Creative workshop.

-Carpentry workshop.

-Pantograph CNC multimaterial. Large format.

-Cutting and modeling EPS. 

-Vinyls and prints. Small and large format.

-Loading and unloading docks.

-Customers and suppliers parking.

-Container custody 40”.

-Own logistics. Automatic ramp trucks.

-Security and surveillance 24 hours.

Installations
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Design, manufacture and
installation of corporate stands

and corners

Furniture rental at fairs and 
congresses, fair carpets and set 

designs.

Your solutions in the Canary Islands

Services and
solutions

We make your projects in the Canary Islands
a reality.

Avoid displacements of your sta�.

Just send us the product and install ir, or
we produce in our workshops.



Vinyls, elements logotype
and carpet customization

Volumetric and large format
elements in PVC and EPS

Great productions for corporate
events and congresses
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CLIENTS

Partner company
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El Paraguas Events S.L.
Calle Las Mimosas, 24

Polígono Industrial de Arinaga
C.P.: 35119 - Agüimes. 
Islas Canarias - España

      0034 928 93 09 69
info@elparaguasevents.com


